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The stock market prediction has been the subject of interest to various researchers and 
analysts due to its highly unpredictable nature and serves as a perfect example for time 
series forecasting. Over the years deep learning models such as Long-Term Short-Term 
Memory and statistical models such as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average have 
shown promising results in predicting future stock prices. But the results from these 
models cannot be generalized as they fail to incorporate the dynamics of the market and 
influence of several external factors such as political, social, investor's emotion, etc on 
stock markets. Recently Facebook’s creation of the Prophet model solely for time series 
forecasting has been successful in fitting the trends and seasonality of the data accurately 
compared to vanilla models.  
 
This research proposes a unique combination of the newly developed Facebook Prophet 
model and Attention-Based Long-Term Short-Term Memory model to predict the 
adjacent closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks to fit both the seasonality and non-linearity 
component of stock price data. Further to encompass both market and investor 
sentiments influencing stock prediction, data from five sources are collected from 
01/01/2015 to 31/12/2019 namely historic stock price, technical indicators, news articles 
scraped from multiple news sources, and tweets collected from a verified Twitter 
account. To extract sentiments from unlabelled news and tweet data this research takes 
upon an unsupervised approach by implementing a pre-trained Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers base uncased model. The proposed model is trained 
and validated on eight combinations of the dataset created by merging data from multiple 
sources and compared with the performance of the baseline Facebook Prophet model 
trained and tested with data from a single source i.e., historic stock prices. The proposed 
model resulted in the least Mean Absolute Percentage Error ranging from 3.3 to 7.7 for 
all the combinations of the data in comparison to the baseline model which achieved the 
highest Mean Absolute Percentage Error of 11.67. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
This chapter explains the background of stock market prediction by specifying the 
models and strategies used. Further, this chapter states the research problem that this 
research is aimed to solve by completions of stated research objectives. Lastly, this 
chapter ends by stating the research question and also the scopes and limitations of this 
research.  
1.1 Background 
The stock market covers companies from all the sectors within a country and have played 
a major role in building and improving countries economy from decades. The stock 
market allows the companies to go public where anyone can buy or sell their share of 
profit to raise capital for companies’ development and expansion. From the investor's 
perspective, this is the way of income and investment from which many active investors 
have enormously benefited. This inspired investors and company stock analysts to 
forecast future stock trends but due to the markets' highly volatile and dynamic nature 
predicting the stock market has always been a challenging task. The historical 
approaches to stock prediction involved the use of algorithms using statistical indicators 
such as EMA, SMA, and moving average convergence/divergence (Wang & Kim, 
2018). With the advancement in technologies such as Machine Learning and Deep 
Learning, strategies were developed which implemented these models and attained 
promising results in comparison to traditional approaches.  
Over the years many researchers have proved that the stock market not only depends on 
the company’s performance but also on various other factors such as political, economic, 
social, and phycological (Zhong & Enke, 2017). The approach to stock prediction is 
widely classified into the technical and fundamental analysis (Pathak & Shetty, 2018). 
The technical analysis is done by considering the quantitative historic stock price data 
and set of technical indicators whereas fundamental analysis focuses on the qualitative 
factors external to the company environment such as public sentiments, political 
influence, company stance, etc. Hence any forecasting strategy needs to consider both 
market and investor sentiments for accurate future predictions. 
 
  
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Stock_Exchange_of_India.   4 
The initial research in the field of stock forecasting was done with machine learning 
models such as SVM, Naive Bayes, and with the power of ANN and NN results obtained 
were promising in comparison to historical approaches (Liaw & Wiener, 2002; Vijh, 
Chandola, Tikkiwal, & Kumar, 2020). The statistical model mainly ARIMA is also 
widely used for short term forecasting which assumes the stock market is linear in nature 
but due to the non-linear and highly seasonal nature of the stock market, these statistical 
models failed to understand the dynamics of the data and cannot be generalized (Shah, 
Isah, & Zulkernine, 2019). 
These results helped shift the focus towards deep learning models like RNN, LSTM, and 
Gated Recurrent Units consisting of multiple NN layers to make predictions as they have 
the ability to memorize past trends and make predictions (Ozbayoglu, Gudelek, & Sezer, 
2020). In recent years attention mechanisms added to NN models have gained 
tremendous popularity in machine translation, image recognition, and speech 
recognition due to their ability to identify important patterns and information within data 
and since the stock market is similar to signal and wave in nature, attention mechanisms 
with models like LSTM, RNN have shown significant improvement in prediction 
results. Although these models are powerful in fitting non-linearity in stock market data 
but fail to incorporate seasonality effects of the market which inspired the latest 
researchers to use the Facebook Prophet model. In 2017 Facebook launched an open-
source time series forecasting model called Prophet which has been successful in fitting 
non-linear and seasonal data accurately in comparison to LSTM and RNN. The major 
advantage of this model is that it is robust towards missing data and outliers. 
To perform trading of stocks governments have dedicated facilities called stock 
exchanges where investors can buy or sell stocks in a secured facility. NSE and BSE are 
two of the most prominent stock exchanges of India contributing about 4% of India’s 
overall GDP which is very less in comparison to other countries such as the USA where 
the stock market contributes to about 70 % of its economy1. This is due to the minority 
of people investing in stocks due to lack of knowledge about stock markets and the risk 
involved in it has discouraged people in India to invest in stocks. A stock prediction 
strategy suitable for the Indian stock market can encourage more people to invest and 
contribute more towards the growth of companies which in return improves the 
country’s economy.
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1.2 Research Problem 
The major challenge in predicting stock trends is to develop a model that can accurately 
fit the highly non-linear, dynamic, unpredictable, and seasonal nature of stock markets. 
The stock market which has a major impact on the country’s economy is influenced by 
various external factors that should be considered while predicting future trends. Various 
research has proved the performance accuracy of deep learning models over machine 
learning and traditional strategies but none of the research concluded a model that can 
be used in real-time for stock predictions due to the dynamics of the market. The 
commonly used deep learning models for time series forecasting are ARIMA capable of 
modeling linear data and LSTM for modeling non-linear data. But these models leave 
out an important component of stock markets which is the seasonality which the 
Facebook Prophet model can incorporate. 
Another challenge in stock market prediction is the data to be used which can enfold 
both markets, as well as investor sentiments as the company’s value depends on the 
views of investors who are investing in their stocks. The evolution of social media sites 
such as Facebook, Twitter, and news blogs has given a platform for people to post their 
views and hence these sites have been constantly used by researchers in stock prediction 
as a database for investor sentiments. The research question formulated is as follows: 
“To what extent can the combination of Attention-Based LSTM and Facebook Prophet 
model trained with multi-source data can accurately predict NIFTY 50 stocks adjacent 
closing price when compared to Facebook Prophet model trained with data from a 
single source?” 
1.3 Research Objectives  
The primary objective of this research is to build a model that can accurately predict the 
adjacent closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks using a combination of both technical and 
fundamental analysis. There exist enormous works of literature already done in this 
domain and reviewing them provided in-depth knowledge about the performance of 
models with different types of data. The important aspect for building a stock market 
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forecasting model is gathering data that will reflect market and investor sentiment. This 
research collects historic stock price data and technical indicators to reflect market 
sentiments and news articles, tweets from Twitter data to reflect investor sentiments 
combining both technical as well as fundamental analysis. The most predominant 
methodology for extracting sentiments from news and tweets is to use a lexicon-based 
approach which primarily requires a labeled dataset. But a major drawback of this 
approach is the complexity of building such a labeled dataset and to overcome this the 
research takes upon an unsupervised approach by implementing a pre-trained 
transformer model called BERT to extract sentiments from unlabelled raw news articles 
and tweets. To take advantage of both LSTM and Facebook Prophet models this research 
proposes a methodology to combine both models to predict future prices. The Facebook 
Prophet model is used to fit the seasonality in stock price data and Atten-LSTM is used 
to fit data collected from different sources along with predictions from the Prophet 
model to result in a final accurate prediction that has addressed both the seasonality and 
non-linearity nature of stock markets. The proposed model is compared with Facebook 
Prophet which is trained with data from a single source which is stock price and the 
evaluation metric selected is MAPE to conclude that the proposed model is more 
accurate in predicting stock price.  
The secondary objective of the research is to identify a set of factors that have impacted 
the most in predicting future prices. To accomplish this the proposed model is trained 
and tested with combinations of data from multiple sources to identify the combinations 
of data that best enhance stock market prediction. Below are the steps implemented to 
accomplish the research objective. 
i. Analyzing existing literature and works on stock market prediction which covers 
technical analysis and fundamental analysis, the performance of commonly used 
deep learning models, and performance of BERT with unlabelled qualitative data 
for sentiment analysis. The outcome of the literature review is the gaps in 
existing works which will be filled by this research.   
ii. Collection of data from three sources to build historic stock price data, 
computation of technical indicators from stock price data, news articles data, and 
Twitter tweets related to NIFTY 50 stocks. 
iii. Exploration and preparation of data to be implemented in the models. 
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iv. The pre-training of the BERT transformer model with a labeled dataset and 
testing the model with unlabelled news and tweets dataset built in this research. 
v. Training and testing of Facebook Prophet model with historic stock price data 
which is the baseline model. 
vi. Creating eight combinations of the dataset to be trained and tested with the 
proposed model. 
vii. Building and training of proposed combination of Facebook Prophet and Atten-
LSTM model with eight combinations of datasets and validated using expanding 
window validation. 
viii. The performance of the proposed model with different datasets is evaluated with 
a baseline Facebook Prophet model fitted with data from a single source using 
MAPE. 
1.4 Research Methodologies  
This research is secondary wherein the objective is to accurately predict the adjacent 
closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks by proposing a novel strategy using data from multiple 
sources which is inspired by testing state-of-the-art models. The approach in this 
research is quantitative as the statistical model (Facebook Prophet) and deep learning 
models (Atten-LSTM and BERT) are implemented and evaluated based on the MAPE 
value of the models. Further, this research takes upon empirical form wherein different 
experiments are performed on the models using different sets of data to determine the 
model which shows best performance results in predicting Adj Closing price. The study 
is inductive since the proposed model and methods in this research are inspired by 
analyzing existing works and deriving research hypothesis which is evaluated through 
the results obtained from experiments.  
1.5 Scope and Limitations  
This research is conducted on the data collected from the period of 01/01/2015 to 
31/12/2019 for NIFTY 50 stock index belonging to NSE consisting of 50 top companies 
from 14 different sectors. This time frame covers some of the major events such as 
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demonetization introduced by the Indian government, the fall of the Chinese stock 
market, and general by-elections held in India that led to high market fluctuations. The 
news and Twitter data collected from this time fame exhibit investor sentiments towards 
the major events and how these sentiments affected the market fluctuations and the 
technical indicators selected in this research is based on the commonly used indicators 
from previous literature as they are the indicators that have had the most influence in 
prediction of stock prices. The Twitter tweets are collected from a verified user for the 
credibility of the tweets and is limited to only one user due to time constraints and 
restriction imposed by Twitter on the number of tweets collected at a time. The research 
only focuses on one stock index from the NSE stock exchange as the data is collected 
manually and consumes a lot of time and resources in collecting all the news and tweets 
data.  
Further baseline Facebook Prophet model and proposed model built in this research 
follow simple architecture to understand the performance of simple models with 
different variants of data. The research is only limited to Indian stock market behavior 
and the results are not expected to be similar to stock markets from other countries.  
1.6 Document Outline  
The research document is structured into the following chapters: 
i. Chapter 2: “Literature Review” analysis and reviews existing works are done 
to understand in detail the approaches taken to predict stock markets. This 
chapter covers works of literature that implemented data from multiple sources 
and different prediction models and analyze their performance to identify the 
underlying gaps and how these gaps are filled by this research. 
ii. Chapter 3: “Design and Methodology” describes the methodology implemented 
in this research which is CRISP-DM with a detailed explanation of each stage of 
CRISP-DM methodology. The chapter further outlines the design aspects of the 
models implemented in this research. 
iii. Chapter 4: “Implementation” explains the implementation of models based on 
the design described in Chapter 3. 
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iv. Chapter 5: “Evaluation and Results” analysis and evaluates the results obtained 
by the implementation of each model in Chapter 4 to determine the performance 
of each model. 
v. Chapter 6: “Conclusion” provides an overview of the work done in this research 
and concludes the performance of the proposed approach taken by this research. 
Further, this chapter states the contribution of this research in the stock market 
prediction domain and recommends the gaps which can be taken up in future 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
The research in the field of stock market prediction was started in the early 1990s but 
till now there has been no strategy that has been devised to accurately predict future 
trends. With the developments in AI, the strategies to forecast stock trends have become 
more reliable than people having to completely rely on the decision made by 
stockbrokers and investors. With the advancement in deep learning models like RNN, 
LSTM, and ARIMA which are dedicated to time series prediction, the accuracy of stock 
trend predictions has exceeded the vanilla models. Over the vast literature and research 
available with the model selection and strategy data also plays an important role for 
accurate prediction. The stock market has shown to be influenced by many factors and 
technical analysis alone is not enough. With the current natural language processing and 
text processing techniques fundamental analysis has proven to have a great impact on 
forecasting.  
 
This section covers the works done mainly highlighting the data, models, and strategies 
used. Figure 2.1 below shows the categorization of the literature review into three 
sections namely data used for prediction, statistical models, and their performance with 
respect to different types of data and deep learning models used for prediction of stock 
price and text analytics methods used to extract information from non-structured textual 
data. 
 
Figure 2.1 Categorisation of literature review 
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2.1 Data Used 
The nature and selection of data have proven to be pivotal in forecasting market trends 
and the selection of prediction models. The data used is categorized as technical and 
fundamental analysis. Technical analysts use charts and plots of the past performance of 
the company along with stock technical indicators to analyze how the company would 
perform in the future (Ahmadi, et al., 2018). Fundamental analysts consider many factors 
that influence the companies’ stocks like, ruling political party, new business norms 
devised by the government, sentiment of people investing in that company, pandemic, 
people running the company, and companies’ stance in the current market (Agrawal, 
Chourasia, & Mittra, 2013). According to a survey conducted by Nti, Adekoya, & 
Weyori (2019) on 122 research papers about 66% of the existing research is based on 
technical analysis, 23% is based on fundamental analysis and only 11% used both for 
forecasting.  
2.1.1  Technical Analysis  
This strategy is based on the use of quantitative data which are historic price data of 
stocks and technical indicators that undergoes certain pre-processing steps before they 
are passed as an input to prediction models. Based on the period of prediction (short-
term or long-term) data is collected on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis. The most 
common parameters in historic price data are open (Price of stock when the market 
opens), high (the highest price of a stock on that day, week, or month), low (lowest price 
of a stock on that day, week, or month), close (Price of stock when the market closes), 
volume (Volume of stocks sold) and adjacent close (Price of the stock after including 
dividends). In most of the literature, the target attribute is chosen as the closing price as 
the gain or loss for a particular investor is determined by the closing price on that 
particular day (Chan, 2020). There is no rule set on the selection of technical indicators 
but some of the common indicators are EMA, SMA, RSI, ADX, and Bollinger Bands 
(Borovkova & Tsiamas, 2019; Chan, 2020).  
According to Borovkova & Tsiamas (2019) selecting stock price data for the company 
of interest alone is not enough, competitors of the company also have a great influence 
on stock price fluctuations, and is essential to also consider competitor company’s stock 
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price data for prediction. The author used historic stock data of 22 US stocks having 
market capital above 10 billion dollars and data of one competitor for each of these 22 
stocks is also considered which resulted in more accurate predictions compared to using 
data from a single company.  
The stock data has proven to be highly non-linear, non-stationary, and noisy and hence 
for accurate prediction using prediction models, it is essential to transform the data to 
remove bias due to outliers. There are three categories of data transformation namely 
centering (data is transformed to have zero mean), standardization (data transformed to 
get 0 mean and variance of 1), and normalization (data is transformed to have a normal 
distribution by removing outliers). The research by  Chan (2020) used log transformation 
on Myanmar Stock Price Index historic data to make the data stationary.  One of the 
drawbacks of such traditional approaches is that it is not effective in denoising the data. 
To overcome this Qiu, Wang, & Zhou (2020) proposed a different approach to the 
transformation of data called wavelet transformation, this is used in signal processing 
and stock price data has similar characteristics of signals. The author used four wavelet 
functions namely Sym3, Db3, Coiflets 3, and Haar with multi-scale characteristics to 
separate the useful information from noise. Each of these transformations was evaluated 
using RMSE and Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) where coif3 showed the best result with 
lower RMSE(13.99) and highest SNR(95.03) (Qiu, Wang, & Zhou, 2020).   
The use of historic stock data and technical indicators have shown good results but  
Vargas, dos Anjos, Bichara, & Evsukoff (2018) argue that since financial markets are 
affected by many external factors quantitative data alone cannot help in determining a 
company’s market status. Hence it is essential to consider certain qualitative data mostly 
news, social media data as many people tend to buy stocks by reading about a company’s 
performance in news and social media sites.  
2.1.2  Fundamental Analysis  
With the growing use of social media and people relying on news and the internet for 
information on the stock market, there is a high volume of unstructured critical 
information that needs to be considered and technical analysis which utilizes structured 
data alone for financial stock predictions is not enough as they leave out the market 
sentiments obtained from these online sources (Huang, 2019).  
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There exist three categories of online data source that are unstructured in nature (Mao, 
Counts, & Bollen, 2011): 
i. News websites: People trust the credibility of information available on news sites 
and decide on whether to invest or sell in a particular stock. The market sentiments 
have proven to have an impact on future stock trends. Many works of literature 
have proven the significance of Text analytics and NLP techniques to extract such 
unstructured data and their undelaying sentiments automatically. The research by 
Joshi, N, & Rao (2016) used news from google, Reuters, and yahoo finance sites 
of Apple Inc. company for the period of 01/02/2013 to 02/04/2016 to predict the 
next day’s Adj closing price (Joshi, N, & Rao, 2016). The author used both news 
headlines and entire news articles together as input to implement bag of words 
technique using financial lexicon consisting of 2360 positive words and 7383 
negative words to classify input string into positive or negative sentiment (Joshi, 
N, & Rao, 2016). The conventional sentiment analysis method classify sentiment 
in only two classes namely positive and negative, whereas  Kumar, Ravi, & 
Miglani (2020) proposed a different approach to sentiment analysis by extracting 
psycho-linguistic features using  Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count and Tool for 
the Automatic Analysis of Lexical Sophistication (TAALES) tools of news articles 
and headlines which classified each text as one of 93 and 241 emotion types 
respectively (Kumar, Ravi, & Miglani, 2020). The data is collected from business 
standards news site for 12 top companies from different sectors of the Indian stock 
market and feature section is done on extracted psycho-linguistic features using 
chi-square and Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance selecting top-10 and 
top-25 features as final feature set (Kumar, Ravi, & Miglani, 2020). 
ii. Social Media: Along with news sites, opinions of investors posted on social media 
have proven to be an important factor for the prediction of election results, and 
recently it has a significant impact on financial market prediction (Chen, Zhang, 
Yeo, Lau, & Lee, 2017). The research by Malla Reddy, Y, Krishna, & Miranam 
(2019) proposed a multi-source multi-instance model where a sentiment analyzer 
is implemented to extract sentiments from tweets collected from Twitter for the 
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) stock index. Each text is pre-processed to remove 
punctuations, stop-words, and later tokenized. This tokenized text is classified into 
positive and negative sentiments using a text-blob and pre-ordered sentiment 
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lexicon. The author also used historic stock price data, and this is fed to a stacked 
LSTM model with two LSTM layers to predict daily closing prices. The final 
prediction model selected is SVM which takes the input of sentiment value and 
predicted closing price to predict the final daily closing price (Malla Reddy, Y, 
Krishna, & Miranam, 2019). To get more accurate results from sentiment analysis 
for tweets it is essential to build a dataset from credible tweets and choose an 
appropriate lexicon built on financial terminology (Oliveira, Cortez, & Areal, 
2017).  
The research by Chen, Zhang, Yeo, Lau, & Lee (2017) collected posts from the 
100 most famous verified users of Sina Weibo (Social media site of china). The 
posts are processed to remove unrelated posts like advertisements, good morning 
messages, reposts, emoticons, and punctuations (Chen, Zhang, Yeo, Lau, & Lee, 
2017). A sentiment dictionary is created by collecting posts from the day before 
the stock price changed and two classes of data are built one containing positive 
posts and one negative post (Chen, Zhang, Yeo, Lau, & Lee, 2017). The author 
proposed a two-layer RNN-GRU to predict stock volatility using sentiments, past 
stock price data, and technical indicators which resulted in MAPE of 9.38 
compared to linear regression and support vector regression with MAPE of 12.29 
and 32.91, respectively.    
iii. Combined Data: Creating a model that using a single source is not feasible as 
both news and social media posts correlate with future stock trends. The research 
conducted by Zhang, Qu, Huang, Fang, & Yu (2018) proposed a multi-source 
multi-instance model where two years (2015 and 2016) worth of news posts are 
extracted from Chinese news sites Sina finance and hexun, social media posts 
are crawled from Xueqiu and historic stock price data of Shanghai Composite 
Index are taken from Wind (Zhang, Qu, Huang, Fang, & Yu, 2018). The 
traditional approaches to represent text like bag-of-words leave behind useful 
underlying information about the event. The author uses event extraction and 
sentiment analyzer to extract events and sentiment from news and social media 
posts. The structure information depicting the event of news posts are extracted 
using HnLAP text parser whose output is passed to Restricted Boltzmann 
Machine which gives a pre-trained vector to be used as input to sentence2vec 
model to represent events (Zhang, Qu, Huang, Fang, & Yu, 2018). The 
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sentiments of social media posts are extracted using the Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation topic modeling approach and Multi-instance model based on Multiple 
Instance Learning algorithms is trained using data from all three sources (news 
events, sentiments, and quantitative stock data)  (Zhang, Qu, Huang, Fang, & 
Yu, 2018). The M-MI model achieved an F-1 score of 0.608 in comparison to 
SVM with a score of 0.549. 
The survey on the literature reviled that stock price fluctuations depend both on technical 
and functional analysis and considering only a single factor for modeling does not give 
reliable results. Hence this project considers both investor and market sentiments 
covering news posts from multiple sources, tweets from verified Twitter account, past 
stock price data, and a set of influential technical indicators covering all the major factors 
which have shown significant impact on stock trends.  
2.2 Statistical Models 
Over the years various models and methods are used for forecasting time series. Initially, 
statistical models like regression were used but due to the non-linear and non-stationary 
nature of the stock market, ANN became popular and more suitable for modeling trends 
(Patel, Shah, Thakkar, & Kotecha, 2015). Though ANN has been successful with non-
linear data for stock markets they tend to produce inconsistent predictions because of 
noise in data (Shen, Guo, Wu, & Wu, 2011). Due to this research shifted towards 
statistical models like ARIMA and Facebook Prophet which are solely developed for 
data with high linearity and seasonality. This section covers works on ARIMA and the 
recently developed Facebook Prophet model in forecasting stock trends.  
2.2.1  ARIMA 
ARIMA model also known as Box-Jenkins is a variant of the ARMA model with 
additional differencing terms introduced if the data is not stationary (Ghani & Rahim, 
2019). ARIMA model consists of three components p (Autoregression component), q 
(Moving Average component) and if the data is not stationary then differencing is 
applied, and the number of differences is denoted by d (Devi, Sundar, & Alli, 2013). 
The equation below defines the ARIMA model by combining both AR and MA 
component: 
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Where µ is the constant, Φ is a parameter of AR component, θ is a parameter of MA 
component and ε is the error term. 
The building and implementation of the model is a four-step process: 
i. Identify the optimal values for p (Autoregression) and q (Moving average) using 
Autocorrelation and Partial correlation function plots. This results in many models 
with multiple combinations of p and q that may be valid (Liu, Tan, & Wang, 2019).  
 
ii. Check for stationarity of the time series data by implementing statistical tests such 
as the Augmented Dickey-Fuller test and Philippe-Perron test and if the test 
statistics is greater than the critical value than the data is stationary and 
differencing is performed to transform the series to be stationary by removing 
seasonality component and the number of differences in the value of d. 
 
iii. The best fit model from the combination of models is selected using methods like 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).  
 
iv. The best fit model is fitted using time series data and forecasts are evaluated using 
error metrics or loss functions and the residuals are checked for white noise. If the 
residual is white noise, then the process is repeated and hence it can be said that 
the ARIMA model is an iterative process. 
Much research concluded that stock prices are highly seasonal and non-stationary in 
nature but Devi, Sundar, & Alli (2013) contradicts stating that not always stock prices 
are non-stationary, and it is essential to perform a stationarity test. The author used 
quantitative stock price data from 2007 till 2011 for top four companies from NIFTY 50 
and examined the stationarity using augmented Dickey-Fuller test which showed that 
none of the companies closing price data showed seasonality, but the data were non-
linear and hence only p and q parameters were used without the need for differencing.  
The study by Ariyo, Adewumi, & Ayo (2014) implemented the ARIMA model to predict 
the daily closing price of Nokia stocks from 1995 to 2011 where the author used BIC 
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for selecting the best fit model. But Burnham & Anderson (2004) suggest that using AIC 
over BIC results in a more accurate selection of models as BIC assumes that the best 
model is part of the existing set of models whereas AIC assumes that the best model is 
not part of the existing set of models which makes the selected model more optimal 
(Yang, 2005). 
Since the development of ARIMA, it has become popular in-stock forecasting for short-
term predictions as they are said to be more robust and precise compared to long-term 
predictions of time series (Meyler, Kenny, & Quinn, 1998; Almasarweh & AL Wadi, 
2018). This is shown in the research by Almasarweh & AL Wadi  (2018) where the 
ARIMA model fitted on Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) daily price data from 1993 to 
2017 for short-term predictions of returns resulted in RMSE of 1.4 with the combination 
of p=1 and q=2 and concluded that ARIMA is best suited for short-term predictions. But 
the study by Challa, Malepati, & Kolusu (2020) contradicts this statement by using 
ARIMA to predict future returns of S&P BSE Sensex and S&P BSE IT stock indices. 
The author fitted the ARIMA model for daily returns of both the indices from 2007 to 
2017. The RMSE for the holdback period was observed to be 0.005 (combination p = 1 
and q = 6) for S&P BSE Sensex and 0.006 (combination p = 1 and q = 2) for S&P BSE 
IT indicating that ARIMA can be successfully used for long-term predictions and cannot 
be confined for short-term predictions (Challa, Malepati, & Kolusu , 2020).   
Though the results obtained in previous literature have proven that ARIMA performs 
better for stock forecasting, but they leave out the important investor sentiments that 
have proven to have equal influence on future trends. To fill in this gap S, Afshan, A, & 
P (2018) developed software which takes as input a company’s historic stock price data 
and their tweets for stipulated time frame given by the user and using ARIMA and 
sentiment analysis the author concluded that the proposed model achieved an accuracy 
of 95% with both ARIMA and sentiment analysis in comparison to using only ARIMA  
which resulted in 90% accuracy. 
2.2.2  Facebook Prophet  
Facebook Prophet is an open-source model developed by Facebook’s data science team 
in 2017 for time series prediction. The model is additive and suitable for time series that 
has high seasonality component, and the model is capable of fitting yearly, daily, and 
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monthly seasonality trends using Fourier series transformation (Vishwakarma, Singh, 
Mahadik, & Pradhan, 2020). Stock market data have exhibited traits of seasonality in 
them as the market is open only for five days in a week and markets are closed on certain 
holidays which come every year and can be considered as non-linear and highly seasonal 
time-series data (Deebadi, 2020). The Prophet model allows the user to specify holidays 
and events that may have impacted the market so that such events can be considered 
while making forecasts more accurate and smoother. Another major advantage of the 
prophet model is that it is very robust towards handling missing data and outliers.   
Previous literature confirmed that ARMIA is best suited for short-term predictions, but 
they fail to incorporate seasonality in stock data which is proved by Chan (2020). The 
author compared the performance of ARIMA and prophet for daily, weekly, and 
monthly predictions of the Myanmar Stock Price Index, and the prophet model 
outperformed ARMIA in all the three cases with MAPE of 0.015 for daily short-term 
predictions in comparison to MAPE of ARIMA 0.046 for daily predictions.  
The study by Mohan, Mullapudi, Sammeta, Vijayvergia, & Anastasiu (2019) proposed 
four models of  LSTM using historic stock price data, textual news articles, the polarity 
of news articles, and using all three data. The best results were obtained for the LSTM 
model that used stock price data and news text polarity data as input with MAPE of 1.12 
in comparison to the Facebook Prophet model which was fitted with only stock price 
data with MAPE of 14.08 (Mohan, Mullapudi, Sammeta, Vijayvergia, & Anastasiu, 
2019). Though Facebook Prophet is capable of fitting non-linear trends for stock 
forecasting, investor and public sentiments also need to be considered. 
2.3 Deep Learning Models 
Most of the classical models such as ANN and NN were developed with a single hidden 
layer which resulted in over parameterization of the model leading to overfitting 
(Larochelle, Bengio , Louradour, & Lamblin, 2009). This issue is solved by deep models 
having three or more hidden layers with proper regularizations to avoid overfitting which 
has shown promising results in signal and speech processing. Since they have similar 
characterizes of time series data recent research have been successful in implementing 
deep learning models for stock prediction (Singh & Srivastava , 2017).  
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The ARIMA model assumes that the data is stationary and has shown great results for 
linear data. Since the stock price is a time series non-linear data, the ARIMA model fails 
to incorporate the dynamics in stock price data as it assumes that stock data is stationary 
and does not change over time and hence the results obtained by the model using cannot 
be generalized to other stock market data (Lee & Tong, 2011; Abdoli, MehrAra, & 
Ardalani, 2020).  
The importance of news and social media data has led researchers to develop sentiment 
analysis models for extracting underlying sentiments from the news or social media 
posts. The commonly used approach is supervised learning where a labeled dataset is 
trained and tested to determine the performance of the sentiment analyzer, but the 
disadvantage of such a technique is that constructing such a huge, labeled dataset is both 
times consuming and costly. This can be overcome with the use of transformer models 
like BERT which is a pre-trained encoder-decoder deep learning model. This section 
analysis method was implemented by existing researchers using LSTM deep learning 
models for stock prediction and BERT deep learning model for sentiment analysis. 
2.3.1  LSTM 
The LSTM developed by Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997) is one of the variants of 
RNN models that is capable of modeling non-linear time series data without having to 
transform the data to be stationary as done with ARIMA. The RNN’s and LSTM models 
make predictions by remembering past data and hence have proven to be more effective 
than statistical models like ARIMA for time series forecasting. The study by (Manurung, 
Budiharto, & Prabowo, 2018) compared the performance of LSTM and 
ARIMA models for Bank Central Asia stock price from 2013-2018. The authors trained 
and tested each model with one, three, and five years’ worth of data and the best results 
were found with one-year data where the accuracy of LSTM was 94% in comparison to 
ARIMA which had 56% accuracy.  
The RNN model is similar to NN where the model reads the data sequentially and learns 
past information and remembers them to predict the next object in the sequence. They 
consist of multiple hidden layers that stores past information learned to predict the next 
observation in sequence. The major drawback of the RNN model is that it can only 
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identify short-term dependencies in the sequence and cannot identify long-term 
dependency (Selvin, Vinayakumar, Gopalakrishnan, Menon, & Soman, 2017). The 
LSTM is an extension of RNN with additional features that overcome the vanishing 
gradient problem by identifying long-term dependencies in the sequence. The LSTM 
model consists of three gates as shown in figure 2.2.  
 
Figure 2.2 LSTM model architecture2 
The LSTM model is made up of cell states which transfer information from one LSTM 
unit to another. There are three gates made of a sigmoid NN layer that is used to remove 
or add new information to the cell state so only desired information is passed onto the 
next unit (Siami-Namini & Namin, 2018). The three gates are as follows: 
i. Forget Gate: The sigmoid NN outputs the values between 0 and 1 deciding on 
which information is to be discarded. The value 0 indicates to discard the 
information and 1 indicates to keep the information. 
 
ii. Memory Gate: This gate consists of two layers namely sigmoid and tanh which 
help in deciding on the new information that needs to be added to the cell state. 
The sigmoid layer identifies the values that need to be changed and the tanh layer 
creates vector representations of the new values.
 
iii. Output Layer: This gate decides on the parts of information from the cell state 
that need to be output. Initially, the sigmoid layer identifies the values of the cell 
state to output and uses the tanh layer to output the final cell state. 
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The advantages of LSTM models have popularized its usage in the field of stock market 
predictions. According to Chen S. (2019), it is always beneficial to use a stacked LSTM 
model as single-layer LSTM model results in more computation time and power, also 
the deeper the model it is capable to learn more intricate information underlaying the 
data.  
Further Sarkar, Sahoo, Sah, & Pradhan (2020) and Li, Wu, & Wang (2020) in their 
research proved that the LSTM model can attain better accuracy when investor 
sentiments extracted from news articles and Twitter tweets using simple sentiment 
analysis techniques such as Vardar, SentiWordNet 3.0 and SenticNet 5 are used along 
with quantitative stock price data and technical indicators (Li, Wu, & Wang, 2020). 
Since ARIMA are successful with linear data and LSTM with non-linear data, a 
combination of these models can model both linear and non-linear component of stock 
time-series data (Choi, 2018). The hybrid of ARIMA-LSTM model proposed by Choi 
(2018) where initially ARIMA model is fitted with the stock price data which identifies 
the linear component of data and residual non-linear data is fitted using a single layer 
LSTM mode with 25 neurons which resulted in RMSE of 0.1786 in comparison to 
Almasarweh & AL Wadi (2018) ARIMA model with RMSE of 1.4. 
2.3.2  Attention Mechanism 
In recent times attention mechanisms to NN models have gained tremendous popularity 
in machine translation, image recognition, and speech recognition. The attention 
mechanism works on the idea of concentrating on important patterns and details in data 
and assigning weights to the important observations in the sequence rather than having 
to parse through the entire sequence (Cheng, Huang, & Wu, 2018).  
Since the success of LSTM’s with stock price data and the advantages of attention in 
various fields where the data show similar traits of time series stock data research have 
shifted towards implementing attention mechanism on the LSTM model for stock 
market forecasting (Li, et al., 2019). The study by Chen S. (2019) proposed the 
implementation of Atten-LSTM for predating buying or selling of Hong Kong stock. 
The author used data of 90 companies from 1st Jan 2005 till 31st Dec 2017 along with 
seven technical indicators. The Atten-LSTM model is structured where the input 
sequence is first passed to the attention layer where it identifies important aspects of the 
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input and passes it to two layers of LSTM. Wilcoxon signed-rank statistical test proved 
that Atten-LSTM showed better accuracy compared to stacked LSTM modeled using 
the same parameters (Chen S., 2019). The advantages of the Atten-LSTM and Facebook 
Prophet model has motivated this research to implement a combination of these models 
to predict the adjacent closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks.   
2.3.3  BERT 
The vast pieces of literature have proved the importance of Sentiment analysis in the 
forecasting of stock market trends. The existing approaches to sentiment analysis using 
NLP techniques like VADAR, TextBlob, etc are supervised approaches and a major 
drawback is that these approaches require the data to be labeled before training and the 
same set of labeled text data cannot be used for all the stock markets as the behavior of 
each market in each country differs and creating a customized collection of textual data 
for the particular market of study helps in forecasting its behavior more accurately (Li, 
Li, Wang, Xiaojun, & Rui, 2020). To overcome this limitation recent studies have found 
success in using an unsupervised approach by implementing pre-trained transformer 
models for extracting investor sentiments (Sousa, et al., 2019). 
BERT is a pre-trained model based on the transformer encoder discarding the decoder 
part (Vaswani, et al., 2017). The study by Othan, Kilimci, & Uysal (2019) compared the 
performance of deep learning models like CNN, RNN, and LSTM to the transformer 
BERT model on Twitter comments of the Turkish Stock Exchange. The tweets were 
pre-processed and labeled using TextBlob for supervised learning models (CNN, RNN, 
and LSTM). The BERT model obtained the highest accuracy in comparison to deep 
learning models with a 1% to 2% increase in inaccuracy. Though limited research was 
conducted they were successful in implementing BERT for stock prediction but failed 
to include quantitative stock price data. To fill the gap this research implements BERT 
as a sentiment analyzer module and uses the resulting polarities to predict future stock 
trends using a novel combination of the Prophet and Atten-LSTM model.  
2.4 Gaps in Literature 
Various research has proved that the stock market is significantly affected by factors 
other than historic stock price such as public sentiments, market sentiments, technical 
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indicators and it is essential to consider these factors while the prediction of trends. 
Though some works of literature have focused on utilizing both qualitative and 
quantitative data, the results cannot be generalized as they do not use data from sources 
that are available worldwide. For example, there are social media and news sites in china 
which is used only by the Chinese population, and data from such sources cannot be 
generalized. The approaches used in existing literature for sentiment extraction are based 
on supervised learning but one of the major drawbacks is that it is very difficult to create 
a large, labeled dataset as it is computationally costly and time-consuming. 
The nature of the stock market has always been a challenge for researchers to fit the 
dynamics of the data in their prediction models. The literature confirmed that ARMIA 
is best suited for short-term predictions, but they fail to incorporate seasonality and non-
linearity in stock data. The non-linear nature of the stock market drew the attention of 
researchers towards the advanced Atten-LSTM model due to their capability to 
understand and fit non-linearity accurately than any other models. But even these 
literatures trained the model only on single-source historic stock price data and did not 
consider investor sentiments.  
The Prophet model developed solely for time series forecasting with high seasonality 
has shown significant results with stock price data as the market has shown traits of 
seasonality in them. Since the model was recently developed, not much research is done 
using this model for predicting the stock market. The small percentage of literature that 
proposed the use of the Prophet model leaves out the effect of holidays. The stock market 
is operational on only weekdays and closed on general holidays hence it is essential to 
consider the effect of holidays as well on the market which the Prophet model is capable 
of fitting.    
2.5 Overview 
This chapter reviewed and analyzed various pieces of literature in the field of stock 
market prediction to understand the approach taken and to enhance the prediction results. 
The review of literature is categorized into types of data used (technical and fundamental 
analysis), statistical models used for prediction (ARIMA and Facebook Prophet), Deep 
learning models (Atten-LSTM and BERT). The methods and strategies implemented in 
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the literature under each category are studied and analyzed. Lastly based on the analysis 
gaps in existing works are identified which this research has filled.
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3. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY  
The review conducted from various works of literature in stock market prediction has 
inspired this research to consider major factors that influence future market trends 
namely news articles from various news sources, tweets from a verified Twitter account, 
commonly used stock technical indicators, and historic stock price data. The 
performance of Prophet and LSTM for non-linear data with an added attention 
mechanism to capture the intricate details within the sequence inspired this research to 
propose a hybrid of Prophet and Atte-LSTM model to predict future stock trends. 
This chapter describes the methodology employed which is the famous CRISP-DM 
methodology. The CRISP-DM was developed in 1996 consisting of six stages to develop 
a Data mining project. Figure 3.1 shows different stages involved in CRISP-DM 
methodology and stages are iterative to allow the developer to develop and implement a 
comprehensive project. 
 
Figure 3.1 CRISP-DM methodology 3 
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A brief description of each stage is given below: 
i. Business Understanding: This phase involves understanding the business goal, 
technical and business objectives to accomplish the goal. This stage is where the 
initial requirements are gathered such as technology to be used, software 
requirements, data required and devise limitations of the project and come up with 
contingency plans in case of risks. Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 have covered the 
business goal, objectives to be accomplished, surveyed past literature to 
understand the gaps, how this research can be more beneficial, scope and 
limitations of this research are also discussed. 
 
ii. Data Understanding: This phase involves understanding the data required to 
accomplish the objectives set in the previous stage which will be discussed in 
Section 3.2 in detail. There are three substages of data understanding: 
a. Data Collection: The data is collected from various sources which are 
mentioned in project requirements and loaded them onto to software or tool. 
b. Data Description: The data collected is described based on its type, format, 
number of records, number of features, and any other properties of the data. 
c. Data Exploration: Using visualization or statistical tools data is explored in 
more detail to know the distribution of features, perform statistical analysis 
to come up with insights that help in the transformation of data to be used in 
the modeling stage. 
d. Data Quality: The data is verified for its completeness, correctness, and 
errors in the observation that needs to be dealt with in the data preparation 
stage. 
iii. Data Preparation: This is an important stage as building models and the results 
depend on how well the data is. Section 3.3 discusses different methods adopted 
in this research for data preparation. There are three sub-stages as follows: 
a. Data Selection: The data collected from the previous stage is filtered by 
selecting only required features and records for completion of the project. 
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b. Data Cleaning: The selected data is cleaned by removing inconsistencies, 
formatting the data types, handling missing entries using appropriate 
imputation methods, transforming data based on observation in the data 
exploration stage. 
c. Data Construction: Additional data is created by either using existing 
features or creating completely new features that were not present when data 
was collected but are required for the project. 
d. Data Integration: Multiple data records collected from different sources are 
merged based on the requirement to create merged datasets. 
iv. Modeling: This stage is where models are built using transformed and cleaned 
data from the previous stage. Section 3.4 discuss models and their parameters used 
in this project and Chapter 4 discuss their implementation.  Below are the sub-
sections: 
a. Model Selection: The first step is to select an appropriate model to build like 
and also involves satisfying model assumptions. 
b. Generate Test Design: Based on model selection appropriate data splitting 
methods are used since model performance and quality is determined by the 
test dataset. 
c. Model Building: The models are built using various parameters and fitted 
on the train, validate, and test sets. 
d. Assess Model: Based on the results and domain knowledge the models built 
are assessed on their performance with the test set. This step with the 
previous is an iterative process where models are built with different 
parameters and their performance is assessed to build best performing 
models.   
v. Model Evaluation: This stage involves the selection of the model best suited to 
satisfy the business goal. Section 3.5 covers the model evaluation techniques used 
in this research and Chapter 5 discuss in detail the evaluation of models and their 
results. This has below sub-sections: 
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a. Evaluate Results: Based on the performance of models in the previous 
stage, the model which satisfies the business objective is selected as the final 
model. 
b. Review Process: Detailed review of all the steps completed is performed to 
check for any missed or wrongly executed steps. 
c. Determine Next Step: Based on the review and Modelling stage decision is 
taken if the results are satisfactory and have accomplished the business goal 
set at the beginning or more iterations are required. 
vi. Deployment: This is the final stage of CRISP-DM methodology where the project 
is deployed using different strategies to make it available to customers. This stage 
is excluded as it is out of the scope of this project. 
3.1 Design Requirements  
Tasks Key Packages 
News Article Extraction 
GoogleNews 1.5.1 
newspaper 0.1.0.7 




Text Processing spacy 2.3.5 








Data Splitting   TimeSeriesSplit 
BERT Model Building transformers 4.0.1 




Facebook Prophet Model 
building 
fbprophet 0.7.1 
System Used Google Colab with GPU Tesla K80 
Table 3.1 Design and system requirements 
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3.2 Data Understanding 
This section describes the collection and exploration of three types of data’s namely 
historic stock price data, news articles, and tweets for the NIFTY 50 stock index. NIFTY 
50 stock index is the major contributor listed in NSE consisting of 50 top companies 
from 14 different sectors and hence this stock index is used as it represents and has a 
major influence on the economy. The data collected from all the sources are from period 
01/01/2015 to 31/12/2019 to incorporate the effects of major events such as the Chinese 
Stock Market fall in 2015, Demonetization imposed by the Indian Government in 2016, 
and BJP winning general elections in 2019 on NIFTY 50 stocks.  
3.2.1  Data Collection  
i. Historic Stock Price Data: The daily stock price data of NIFT 50 is collected 
from NSE India by specifying the data range as 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2019 which 
resulted in a total of 1229 records exported in an excel file. 
ii. News Article Extraction: Most of the news API’s have a limitation on the number 
of articles that can be extracted. Hence GoogleNews library is used to extract all 
news articles posted on google from different news sites by passing the search 
keyword as ‘nifty 50’ and providing the data range. The output is a data frame 
consisting of titles and links of the news article and the Article( ) function from the 
Newspaper library will further parse each of these links to get the title, complete 
article, and data when the article was posted. The data is collected monthly and 
stored in an excel file with a total of 13495 records to get more articles for a single 
day which will result in better sentiment identification using BERT. 
iii. Tweets Extraction from Twitter: The official Twitter API for developers 
provided by Twitter has the limitation of extracting only the past seven days of 
tweets and since the project requirement is to get tweets from the past five years 
Twint open-source library is used which scrapes the tweets without any limitations 
and does not use the Twitter API. The query passed to extract the tweets consists 
of the username from which the tweets are to be scraped, keyword, and date range. 
Money control is a famous online financial news site of India and hence tweets 
having ‘nifty’ as a keyword are scraped from their verified Twitter account 
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‘@moneycontrolcom’. The tweets are collected in 15 days interval to get 
maximum tweets from a single day. The output consisting of the tweet, timestamp, 
conversation-id, and item-id is exported to an excel file which resulted in total of 
3307 records. 
3.2.2  Data Description 
The data collected is from different sources and each of the raw data collected has 
different features and different data types as shown in table 3.2 below. 
 
Table 3.2 Data description 
3.2.3  Data Exploration  
i. Stock Price Data: The goal of the research is to predict the Adjacent closing price 
of NIFTY 50 instead of predicting the Closing price which most of the previous 
works of literature did as seen in Chapter 2. The reason for selecting the Adjacent 
closing price as the predictor variable is that it is the modified closing price by 
considering external factors after the market has closed, whereas the closing price 
Data Features Feature Description Feature Data Type
Date Date when the market is open Timestamp
Open Price of NIFTY 50 stocks when market opened Float
High Highest price of NIFTY 50 stocks in a day Float
Low Lowest price of NIFTY 50 stocks in a day Float
Close Price of NIFTY 50 stocks when market closed Float
Adj Close
Closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks after 
considering
 all applicable splits and dividend distributions
Float
Volume Number of NIFTY 50 shares traded in a day Float
Date Date when news article was posted Object
Media News source of the article String
Title Title of the news article String
Article Complete news article Object
Summary Brief summary of news article Object
Date Date when tweet was posted Object
data-item-id Unique identifier assigned for each tweet Numeric
data-conversation-id Unique identifier assigned for retweet Numeric
Username Username from which tweets are extracted String
Tweet Actual tweet of maximum 280 characters Object
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of the stock is the raw price just before the market is about to be closed. The stock 
markets are open for only five days from Monday to Friday and the markets are 
closed during holidays which can be seen in figure 3.2 showing gaps in the trend 
of Adj Closing price from 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2019. The plot shows a lot of 
variation in the prices wherein in 2015 the prices showed a downward trend due to 
the fall of the Chinese stock market and demonetization imposed by the Indian 
government. From the beginning of 2017, the prices show an upward trend with 
the highest price reaching in 2019 due to BJP winning general elections. This 
shows that the stock market is highly influenced by various political and economic 
factors all over the world and not restricted to one country. 
 
Figure 3.2 Adjacent Closing price trend 
The data description reviled a total of 42 missing observations from all six features 
resulting in less than 5% of the entire population and can be excluded which is 
explained in Section 3.3.2. The statistical analysis showed that all the features are 
not of the same scale, even though open, close, high, low and Adj close have an 
almost same scale but Volume has a completely different scale of values which 
will affect the results of prediction and data needs to be normalized which will be 
explained in Section 3.3.2.  
ii. News and Tweet Article Data: The tweets and news articles have similar textual 
structures such as punctuation, website names, tags, multiple spaces. To extract 
sentiments from text using BERT it is essential to pre-process the text which is 
explained in Section 3.3.2. The tweets have an additional feature which is the 
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username, hashtags, and emoticons which requires robust processing methods to 
filter them.  
3.3 Data Preparation 
This section explains the steps take to pre-process quantitative stock price data and 
qualitative textual data starting from the selection of required features, handling missing 
data, the transformation of data, textual data pre-processing, creating technical indicators 
as additional features, and merging data to create new datasets used for implementation 
in Chapter 4. 
3.3.1  Data Selection 
The historic stock price data has six features including the predictor Adj Closing price 
whose value is based upon all the other features and hence all features from stock price 
data are selected for modeling. The title of the news post from the news article dataset 
alone is not sufficient for accurate sentiment analysis as the entire context of the post is 
understood only by reading the entire article hence only two features are selected from 
this dataset namely ‘Date’ and ‘Article’. The ‘Username’ from the Twitter dataset is the 
same as all tweets are scrapped from a single verified profile and hence only ‘Date’ and 
‘Tweets’ are selected as the final features from this dataset. 
3.3.2  Data Cleaning 
i. Handling Missing Data and Duplicate entries: The data exploration in Section 
3.2.1 reviled the percentage of missing entries in the stock price dataset which is 
3.41 % of the total population and hence these records are excluded from the 
dataset as the volume of missing entries is less than 5%. The news articles are 
extracted at an interval of one month and tweets are extracted at an interval of 15 
days to get maximum data for a single day which resulted in a lot of duplicate 
entries and is removed. 
ii. Quantitative Data Transformation: The scales of stock price data are varying 
and if the data is not scaled then the predictions by Atten-LSTM and Prophet 
models will be biased and to avoid this the data must be rescaled. The most popular 
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and widely used techniques for data transformation are Standardization and 
Normalization. Standardization rescales the data to have a mean of 0 and standard 
deviation of 1 but this can be implemented only when the model requires the data 
to be normally distributed. On the other hand, Normalization rescales the data 
between 0 and 1 and is implemented when the model does not require the data to 
be normally distributed. The rescaling technique implemented in this research is 
Normalization since both LSTM and Prophet model does not require the data to be 
normally distributed. The sckit learns MinMaxScalar function from preprocessing 
is used to normalize the data to have values ranging between 0 and 1. Figure 3.3 
below shows the trend of Adj Closing price after transformation and removal of 
missing data. 
 
Figure 3.3 Adjacent Closing price trend distribution after data cleaning and 
transformation 
iii. Text Pre-Processing: Text processing is a crucial part of any sentiment analysis 
model. The news and tweets undergo the same text pre-processing steps as they 
have a similar structure of texts. Initially, all the text is converted to lower case 
letters, and regular expressions are used to replace URL’s, usernames starting from 
@, stock ticker symbols starting from $, punctuations, websites, emoticons, and 
multiple spaces with a single space. Further Lemmatization is used to reduce 
multiple words with the same meaning, for example, organize, organizing 
organizes are part of a root word organize and are replaced by their root words. 
The method lemmatization is preferred over stemming as the prior uses a 
dictionary approach to look for the actual meaning of the words, while the latter 
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just removes the last part of the word to find the root word. Additionally, stop 
words such as ‘a’, ’be’, ‘are’, ‘to’, ‘etc’ are also removed which helps in further 
processing the text by avoiding the BERT model to learn unnecessary information. 
Figure 3.4 and figure 3.5 shows the word cloud representing the top 100 words 
occurring in news articles and tweets. 
 
Figure 3.4 Most frequent words in the news 
   
Figure 3.5 Most frequent words in the tweet 
3.3.3  Data Integration 
The technical indicators are another source of data used in this research which have 
shown significant influence in predicting stock prices in past works of literature (Oriani 
& Coelho, 2016; Agrawal, Khan, & Shukla, 2019). There exist many technical indicators 
and this research uses only commonly used indicators in previous literature which are 
shown to have more impact on future trends of stock. Table 3.3 shows mathematical 
formulas and a description of technical indicators used in this research. The TA-LIB 
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library of python provides a wide range of functions to compute technical indicators and 
the same is used for this research. The window size for computing each of the indicators 
is set to 20 days in general. 
 






The arithmetic average calculated by adding all the recent 
prices and 
dividing them with the stipulated time period. This is mainly 
used when
the requirement is to determine the direction of trend where if 
SMA is 




This is an improved version of SMA giving more weight to 
the most recent
price data, which is considered to be more relevant than 
older data. Since
new data carries greater weight, the EMA responds more 
quickly to price
changes than the SMA




ADX is use to determine the strength of a trend. The trend 
can be either
up or down, and this is shown by two accompanying 
indicators, the
Negative Directional Indicator (-D) and the Positive 
Directional Indicator (+D).  
Where t is the time period
Bollinger Bands
Bollinger Bands are used to construct volatility indicators by 
evaluating 
the distances of current typical price to the previous n typical 
prices.
Upper Band = 
Middle Band = 
Lower Band = 
Relative Strength 
Index
RSI measures the magnitude of recent price changes to 
evaluate
overbought or oversold conditions in the price of a stock or 
other asset.
The RSI is displayed as an oscillator and can have a reading 
from 0 to 100.
Where AG is Average Gain 
and
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3.3.4  Data Merging 
The pre-processed dataset and labeled news and tweets dataset predicted from BERT 
which will be discussed in Section 3.4.2 are merged to obtain the following 
combinations of the dataset using the ‘Date’ feature as this is the common feature in all 
the datasets. Chapter 5 explains in detail different experiments conducted using each of 
these datasets to predict Adj Closing price using the proposed model. 
i. Historic Stock price 
ii. Historic Stock price and Technical Indicators 
iii. Historic Stock Price and News Articles Sentiment Polarity 
iv. Historic Stock price and Twitter tweets Sentiment Polarity 
v. Historic Stock Price, Technical Indicators and News Articles Sentiment Polarity 
vi. Historic Stock Price, Technical Indicators and Twitter tweets Sentiment Polarity 
vii. Historic Stock Price, News Articles and Twitter tweets Sentiment Polarity 
viii. Historic Stock Price, Technical Indicators, News Articles, and Twitter tweets 
Sentiment Polarity 
3.4 Modeling 
This section describes the splitting of time-series dataset and building of BERT for 
sentiment analysis and Facebook Prophet, combination of Prophet and Attn-LSTM for 
prediction of the stock price.  
3.4.1  Splitting Timeseries Data  
Traditional approaches of splitting the datasets randomly into 80% train and 20% test 
sets is not a viable option for time-series data. Each observation in time-series datasets 
is dependent on the previous observations and randomly splitting the dataset leads to 
loss of trend and seasonality in data. 
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It is also very essential for any prediction model to be cross-validated to know the 
accurate performance of the model. This research utilizes expanding window technique 
to split time-series data into training, test set, and perform cross-validation. In this 
technique for each of the folds, T observations are set as the training set and T+1 
observation is used as the test set and the successive sets are created by expanding the 
training set and creating new test sets as shown in figure 3.6.
 
Figure 3.6 Expanding Window 4 
3.4.2  BERT For Sentiment Analysis  
The major disadvantages of using lexicon-based techniques for sentiment analysis in the 
stock market domain is that there is no lexicon’s which includes financial terminologies, 
and this makes the model misinterpret the sentiments of text. To overcome this challenge 
this research makes use of pre-trained models. BERT is a stacked encoder pre-trained 
model that has shown better performance in comparison to traditional lexicon-based 
techniques. There are two variants of BERT namely BERT base consisting of 12 encoder 
layers and BERT large with 24 encoder layers. Further, each of these models has two 
types namely the cased model where the upper and lower-case alphabets are not treated 
the same and the uncased model where the upper and lower-case alphabets are treated 
the same. This research makes use of BERT base uncased model since the dataset is 
comparatively small and reduces the computation time in comparison to BERT large.  
The huggingface provides a wide range of pre-trained BERT models and this research 
uses the BERT base uncased model which is trained on a set of Book Corpus dataset 
which consists of 11038 books (Zhu, et al., 2015). Though the model is pre-trained using 
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this with the news article and Twitter tweets dataset built in Section 3.3 will not lead to 
accurate sentiment classification as the data is unlabelled and the model trained is not 
on the financial text data. To overcome this the author trained the model with two 
additional labeled financial datasets which are namely Financial Phrase Bank dataset by 
Malo, Sinha, Korhonen, Wallenius, & Takala (2014) consisting of 4845 labeled 
(positive, negative, and neutral) financial headlines data and tweets dataset by Xu & 
Cohen (2018) which consists of labeled tweets from 88 stocks collected through the 
period of two years. The same text pre-processing steps are followed as described in 
Section 3.3. the evaluation metrics are F score and accuracy and to obtain the best results 
K fold cross-validation is implemented which is explained in Chapter 4. The best 
performing model is saved and loaded with news article and tweets dataset constructed 
in Section 3.3. Each of the texts is classified into positive, negative, or neutral 
sentiments.
3.4.3  Facebook Prophet  
The Prophet is an additive open-source model that has proven to be successful in fitting 
the trend and seasonality in stock market data as seen in Chapter 2. The Prophet model 
has the following components (Taylor & Letham, 2018). 
 
Where g(t) is the trend of the time series data, s(t) is the seasonality component, h(t) is 
the holiday effect and ↋t is the error induced by the model. The model is built using the 
fbprophet library available in python and the model accepts only two inputs namely ‘ds’ 
consisting of timestamp and ‘y’ the target variable to be predicted in this research ‘y’ is 
set as Adj Closing price. Since the stock markets are closed on holidays and weekends, 
the add_country_holidays function allows to model country-specific holidays and since 
NIFTY 50 operates in India only Indian holidays are fitted and the weekends are 
removed to obtain a smoother forecasting curve. The implementation of the model and 
its performance are discussed in Chapter 4. 
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3.4.4  Attention-Based LSTM 
This research uses a simple sequential architecture of the Attn-LSTM model with a 
single layer of LSTM followed by an attention layer and dense layer. The LSTM layer 
accepts three-dimension input (batch size, time step, features) and returns a three-
dimensional output but if the return_sequences parameter of the Keras LSTM layer is 
set to True then the output will be two-dimensional. The shape of each of the datasets 
created is a two-dimensional array which is reshaped to a three-dimensional array by 
adding timestep as 1. The output of the LSTM layer is passed to a custom-built attention 
layer.  
The attention layer is an encoder-decoder model that is built using kears Layer class 
which accepts two functions namely build and call. In the build function, the model 
weights and biases are initialized, and the input shape of the model is set to accept three-
dimensional input i.e., the output of the LSTM layer. In the call function, tanh activation 
is applied to dot product of input and weights with the addition of bias, and softmax is 
applied to its output. The final context vector is obtained by taking the dot product of 
softmax output and the number of hidden layers of the LSTM layer which returns a two-
dimensional output. This is passed to a dense layer with a single neuron to get the 
predicted Adj Closing price. Another important aspect in building the NN model is the 
selection of activation functions and optimizers. This research uses ‘Linear’ activation 
with ‘Adam’ optimizer based on the research conducted by Rana, Uddin, & Hoque 
(2019) where the author predicted the closing price of Acciona stocks using LSTM with 
different combinations of activation and optimizers. The LSTM model with Linear 
activation and Adam optimizer achieved the least RMSE of 0.0152 in comparison to 
other combinations which inspired this research to use the same for the Attn-LSTM 
model. Figure 3.7 shows the architecture of the Atten-LSTM model proposed in this 
research. 
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Figure 3.7 Attention Based-LSTM model Architecture 
3.4.5  Combination of Facebook Prophet and Attention -Based LSTM 
The model proposed by this research is to use the predicted Adj Closing price from the 
Prophet model along with the combination of input data (stock price, news sentiment 
polarity, tweet sentiment polarity, and technical indicators) to predict the final Adj 
Closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks using Attn-LSTM. The Prophet model is trained as 
described in Section 3.4.1 using a historic stock price dataset and the predicted Adj 
Closing price is merged with each of the datasets created by combining data from 
multiple sources as described in Section 3.3.4. The Closing price feature is deleted as 
the prices of both Adj Closing and Closing have similar values. The Attn-LSTM model 
is then trained with each of eight combinations of datasets created to predict the final 
Adj Closing price and the model is evaluated based on MAPE to identify the best 
performing model and identify the data types which more influenced in accurate 
prediction of future Adj Closing price.  
3.5 Model Evaluation 
The research uses two evaluation metrics one to evaluate the prediction models and the 
other to evaluate the BERT model for sentiment analysis. 
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3.5.1  MAPE 
MAPE is one of the most popular and preferred metrics to evaluate forecasting models. 
The MAPE is the average of absolute errors where errors are computed by subtracting 
the predicted value and the actual value. The major advantage of using MAPE is since 
absolute percentage errors are considered the cancellation of positive and negative errors 
is avoided.  
 
 
At is the actual value and Pt is the predicted value and t is the time in time series data. 
3.5.2  F score 
The F score or F1 score measures the accuracy of the BERT sentiment classification 
model which combines precision and recall by taking the harmonic mean of the two. 
The F score is computed as shown below. 
 
3.6 Overview 
The chapter described how the CRISP-DM methodology is incorporated into this 
research starting from the data collection phase to the evaluation phase. The business 
goal of the research is to predict the Adj Closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks. The data 
collection phase is where the data from three sources are extracted namely historic stock 
price data, news article, and Twitter tweets dataset for NIFTY 50 stocks from 
01/01/2015 to 31/12/2015. The data is then pre-processed where stock price data 
normalized and qualitative news articles and tweets data are pre-processed to remove 
hashtags, usernames, punctuations, and websites. Further detailed textual pre-processing 
is done by lemmatization and stop words removal methods. The feature engineering is 
done by computing five technical indicators namely SMA, EMA, ADX, Bollinger 
Bands, and RSI which is another important factor influencing stock predictions. The 
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source of datasets is merged into eight different combinations of datasets with which 
different models will be fitted. 
The Modelling phase described three models and the parameters used in this research 
namely BERT for sentiment analysis, Prophet for prediction of Adj Closing price fitted 
on historic stock price data, and the proposed combination of Prophet and Atten-LSTM 
which is trained and tested on eight combinations of datasets built. The dataset is split 
using a more robust method expanding window technique and the prediction models are 
fitted and validated using these training and test sets. Since the textual data prepared is 
not labeled and to get more accurate sentiment classifications from BERT, the model is 
first trained and test on labeled financial news headlines and Twitter tweets dataset. The 
pre-trained model is saved and fitted with the news and tweets dataset proposed by this 
research to classify each of the text into ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’ and ‘Neutral’.  
The evaluation metrics are F score for determining the performance of the BERT model 
for sentiment analysis and MAPE for selecting the best prediction model for forecasting 
of Adj Closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks.  
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4. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION  
This chapter describes the implementation of different experiments conducted in this 
research. The BERT model as discussed in the previous chapter is used to extract 
sentiment polarities from the news and tweets dataset. The Prophet model is fitted with 
the quantitative historical stock price dataset and its performance is compared with the 
proposed combination of Prophet and Attn-LSTM model fitted with eight different 
combinations of datasets.  
4.1  News Article Sentiment Extraction using BERT 
This section describes two experiments with the BERT model fitted with two news 
article datasets. In the first experiment, BERT is trained and tested with a labeled 
Financial Phrase Bank dataset (Malo et al., 2014) consisting of 4845 labeled (positive, 
negative, and neutral) financial headlines data. In the second experiment, the pre-trained 
BERT model is fitted with the NIFTY 50 news article dataset proposed in this research 
to classify each of the text into ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, and ‘Neutral’. 
4.1.1  BERT Sentiment Analysis using Labelled Financial Phrase 
Bank Dataset  
The news headline dataset is pre-processed using steps mentioned in Section 3.3.2 and 
randomly split into 80% train 20% test sets. The labels are one-hot encoded using 
LabelEncoder( ) function to encode Negative as 0, Neutral as 1, and Positive as 2. The 
pre-trained BERT base-uncased model is fitted with the training set. The BERT model 
is fine-tuned to include an embedding layer at first followed by 12 BERT layers and a 
dropout layer to avoid overfitting. The trained model is validated using stratified K-fold 
cross-validation with the number of splits set to five and each of the models is evaluated 
using F-score and accuracy. Finally, the validated model is tested with the test dataset 
to determine the performance of the model on unseen data. The cross-entropy loss 
function is used since this is a classification problem. Figure 4.1 shows training loss 
against validation loss. The parameter setting for the BERT model is as shown below: 
i. Learning Rate = 2e-5 
ii. Number of Epochs = 5 
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iii. Batch Size = 32 
iv. Maximum Sequence Length = 96 
 
Figure 4.1 BERT model with labeled news data training vs validation loss plot 
The plot shows that after the first epoch the validation loss remained constant while the 
training loss decreased which indicates the model is slightly overfitted even after adding 
a dropout of 0.1. The is due to the fact that the model knows the training data and is able 
to learn better than the unseen test data. Figure 4.2 below shows the performance of the 
model training which indicates that as the number of batches increased the loss 
decreased since the model started to learn better. 
 
Figure 4.2 BERT model with labeled news data training performance 
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The BERT model trained and validated on the Financial Phrase Bank dataset resulted in 
F score 0.93 of and an accuracy of 94.54%. This model is saved and loaded to classify 
the NIFTY 50 stocks news articles text dataset proposed by this research.  
4.1.2  BERT Sentiment Analysis  using Unlabelled NIFTY 50 Stock 
News Article Dataset  
The saved BERT model trained and test with labeled Financial Phrase Bank dataset is 
loaded using load_state_dict ( ) from PyTorch library. The news article dataset consists 
of ‘Date’, ‘Title’, and ‘Article’ features where the ‘Title’ feature is removed since the 
title of news does not provide the entire context of the news for sentiment extraction. 
The text from ‘Article’ feature is pre-processed as discussed in Section 3.3.2 and 
tokenized and padding is applied where the padding length is same as the maximum 
sequence length 96. Additionally, softmax function is applied to the output of the BERT 
model to rescale the output to give a one-dimensional vector of predicted values for each 
of the class labels ranging from 0 to 1. The final class of the text is determined by 
selecting the class with maximum predicted value. Figure 4.3 below shows the 
distribution of predicted class labels for NIFTY 50 News article dataset. The final 
sentiment of a news article of a particular day is determined by taking mode of the 
sentiment labels from all the news articles posted on that day which forms the final 
labeled NIFTY 50 news article dataset. 
 
Figure 4.3 NIFTY 50 News article predicted class label distribution 
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4.2 Twitter Tweet Sentiment Extraction using BERT 
This section describes two experiments with the BERT model fitted with two Twitter 
tweets datasets. The tweets of NIFTY 50 stocks collected and built are unlabeled and 
hence BERT model is first trained and tested with a labeled tweet from 88 stocks 
collected over two years (Xu & Cohen, 2018). The second experiment explains the 
implementation of BERT model pre-trained with labeled tweets to classify each of the 
tweets from unlabelled NIFTY 50 stock tweets dataset collected and processed over five 
years into ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, and ‘Neutral’. 
4.2.1  BERT Sentiment Analysis using Labelled Stock Tweets Dataset  
The tweets are pre-processed using the steps mentioned in Section 3.3.2 which remove 
punctuations, usernames, hashtags, websites, stop words and more detailed processing 
includes lemmatization. Further tweets with less than ten words are removed since 
tweets are short texts with not more than 280 characters and extraction of sentiments 
from such short tweets is not accurate. The dataset is split into 80% train and 20% test 
sets and the BERT base uncased model is defined with embedding layer followed by 12 
BERT layers followed by a dropout layer to avoid overfitting. The model is trained and 
validated using K-fold cross-validation with five splits. The BERT mode is further 
finetuned by adjusting hyperparameters tested with the test dataset to determine the 
performance of the model on unseen data. Figure 4.4 shows the training and validation 
loss plot. The hyperparameter setting is as below: 
i. Learning Rate = 2e-5 
ii. Number of Epochs = 3 
iii. Batch Size = 64 
iv. Maximum Sequence Length = 96 
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Figure 4.4 BERT model with labeled tweets data training vs validation loss plot 
The plot shows that after first epoch the validation loss became almost constant while 
the training loss decreased indicating that the model is slightly overfitted even after 
adding a dropout of 0.1. Figure 4.5 below shows the performance of the model training 
which indicates that as the number of batches increased the loss decreased since the 
model started to learn better. 
 
Figure 4.5 BERT model with labeled tweets data training performance 
The BERT model trained and tested with labeled Twitter tweet dataset resulted in an F 
score of 0.91 and an accuracy of 91.26%. The model is saved and trained with unlabelled 
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NIFTY 50 stock tweets proposed by this research to classify each of the tweets into 
‘Negative’, ‘Neutral’, and ‘Positive’. 
4.2.2  BERT Sentiment Analysis using Unlabelled NIFTY 50 Stock 
Tweets Dataset  
The saved pre-trained BERT model is loaded, and tweets are pre-processed. The pre-
processed tweets are tokenized and padded where the padding length is 96 same as the 
maximum sequence length. The output tensor of BERT model is rescaled by applying 
softmax to reduce the tensor to a one-dimensional vector consisting of prediction values 
for each of the class labels ranging from 0 to 1. The final sentiment of text is the 
maximum predicted value of a class label. Figure 4.6 below shows the distribution of 
predicted class labels for NIFTY 50 tweet dataset. The final sentiment of tweets for a 
particular day is determined by taking mode of the sentiment labels from all the tweets 
posted on that day which forms the final labeled NIFTY 50 tweet dataset. 
 
Figure 4.6 NIFTY 50 Twitter tweet predicted class label distribution 
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4.3 Experiment 1 - Facebook Prophet for Predicting Adj Closing 
Price using NIFTY 50 Stock Price 
The normalized and cleaned NIFTY 50 stock price dataset is used to train and test the 
Prophet model which is this research’s baseline model to predict Adj Closing price 
which will be used as another input to the Attn-LSTM model. The Prophet model accepts 
only two inputs ‘ds’ the date and ‘y’ the Adj Closing price. Since stock markets are 
closed on country-specific general holidays which the Prophet model allows to fit using 
add_country_holidays( ) function from fbprophet library where the country name is 
selected as India. This resulted in 22 listed general holidays and the Prophet model is 
fitted with holidays and two standard inputs. Further, the model is used to make 30 days 
of future predictions predict( ) function.  
Prophet model provides its inbuilt cross-validation function and the model fitted is 
validated using this inbuilt function where 1460 days of data is set as a training set and 
363 days set as a validation set to make predictions for one month. The 
performance_metrics ( ) function evaluates the model’s performance based on the output 
of cross-validation. The evaluation metric selected is MAPE and the final MAPE of 
Prophet model is obtained by taking the mean of all the MAPE values from cross-
validation which resulted in 11.67. Finally, the model is used to predict all Adj Closing 
price from the period of 01/01/2015 to 31/12/2019. 
4.4 Proposed Combination of Facebook Prophet and Atten -
LSTM                                              
This section describes eight experimental implementations of the proposed model to 
predict the final Adj Closing price. As discussed in Chapter 3 the model is trained and 
tested on a combination of eight datasets and validated with expanding window cross-
validation. The number of splits and the training set is kept constant for all the models 
to evaluate performance of the model with a different dataset in a similar environment. 
All the Atten-LSTM models also have the same architecture which is a sequential model 
with a layer of LSTM that has number of neurons ranging from 25-30 followed by a 
custom-built Attention layer as explained in Section 3.4.4 followed by a dense layer with 
one neuron with linear activation applied to the output. The model is complied with 
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Adam optimizer and the evaluation metric is selected as MAPE. All the models are 
trained and validated on 10% of the training set which is used as a validation dataset. 
The batch size is set as one since the dataset is small and the model will be able to learn 
more intricate details within the data and training is done on 30 epochs. Further to avoid 
overfitting early stopping is implemented to monitor the validation loss and stop the 
training when validation loss is less than training loss. 
4.4.1  Experiment 2 –  Proposed Model with Historic Stock Price Data, 
Tweets Sentiment Polarity, and Facebook Prophet Predictions  
The transformed NIFTY 50 stock price data, Tweets sentiments extracted using BERT 
and Adj Closing price predicted from Prophet model is merged based on ‘Date’ feature 
and ‘Close’ price feature is discarded as the prices are similar to Adj Close price. The 
categorical tweet sentiments are one-hot encoded using LabelEncoder ( ) function and 
their datatype is converted from string to categorical for the Atten-LSTM model to 
identify these as labels. The 2-dimensional input is reshaped to 3-dimensional input with 
an additional timestep of 1 added to be passed to the LSTM layer as input. The 
TimeSeriesSplit( ) from sklearn library is used to perform expanding window cross-
validation where the number of splits is set to 5. For each of the splits, the 3-dimensional 
input is passed to LSTM layer with 31 neurons and its output is passed to attention layer 
where the return sequence is set to ‘False’ such that the output shape is 2-dimensional 
which is passed to the final dense layer with single neuron and linear activation 
performed to output. The model is compiled and fitted with a training set and validated 
on the validation set and evaluated on the test set to make predictions. The mean MAPE 
of all the models from each of five splits is taken as the MAPE of the model which is 
6.72. Figure 4.7 shows the structure of Atten-LSTM where LSTM layer accepts input a 
timestep of one with six features and a total of 4712 parameters.  
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Figure 4.7 Experiment 2 model summary 
4.4.2  Experiment 2 –  Proposed Model with Historic Stock Price Data, 
News Article Sentiment Polarity , and Facebook Prophet 
Predictions  
The implementation is similar to Section 4.4.1 except that the data used is NIFTY 50 
stock data, News sentiment polarity data, and predicted Adj Closing price from Prophet 
which are merged and split into training and test set. Atten-LSTM model has the same 
architecture with a change in the number of neurons in LSTM layer which is 29. The 
model is fitted with a train set and evaluated on a test set which resulted in overall MAPE 
from all five splits to be 5.99. Figure 4.8 below shows the model summary. 
 
Figure 4.8 Experiment 3 model summary 
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4.4.3  Experiment 4 –  Proposed Model with Historic Stock Pri ce Data, 
Technical Indicators , and Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This experiment involves the use of merged transformed NIFTY 50 stock prices, five 
technical indicators which are computed as explained in Section 3.3.3 and predicted Adj 
Closing price from Prophet model dataset. The data is split using expanding window 
cross-validation approach, reshaped, and passed to the Atten-LSTM model with same 
parameters as the model used in Section 4.4.2 where the number of neurons in the LSTM 
layer is 29. The model is trained, validated, and evaluated with a test set, and MAPE for 
each model from five splits obtained from expanding window cross-validation method 
is averaged to achieve the overall MAPE of the model which is 4.03. Figure 4.9 on page 
51 shows the structure of Atten-LSTM implemented where the input to LSTM layer has 
a timestep of one with 12 features and the number of parameters selected is 4872.  
 
Figure 4.9 Experiment 4 model summary 
4.4.4  Experiment 5 –  Proposed Model with Historic Stock Price Data 
and Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This experiment involves the implementation of Atten-LSTM using a merged dataset of 
transformed NIFTY 50 stock price dataset and predicted Adj Closing price from 
Prophet. The architecture and implementation of Atten-LSTM are similar to Section 
4.4.3. Figure 4.10 shows the structure of Atten-LSTM model where the LSTM layer has 
29 neurons with an input shape having a timestep of one and five features. The model 
resulted in a MAPE of 3.68 considering model performance over five splits. 
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Figure 4.10 Experiment 5 model summary 
4.4.5  Experiment 6 –  Proposed Model with Historic Stock Price Data, 
Tweet Sentiment Polarity, Technical Indicators ,  and Facebook 
Prophet Predictions  
This experiment is conducted by merging transformed NIFTY 50 stock price data, tweet 
sentiment polarity, technical indicators, and predicted Adj Closing price from the 
Prophet model. This dataset is reshaped and split using expanding window methodology 
with identical settings as with previous experiments. The reshaped dataset is further 
trained and tested with Atten-LSTM similar implementation conducted in Section 4.4.3. 
Figure 4.11 shows the structure of Atten-LSTM wherein the input to LSTM layer has 
12 features in total and 4988 parameters. The overall MAPE of the model validated on 
five splits is 5.02. 
 
Figure 4.11 Experiment 6 model summary 
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4.4.6  Experiment 7 –  Proposed Model with Historic Stock Price Data, 
News Article Sentiment Polarity,  Technical Indicato rs, and 
Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This experiment involves the use of merged NIFTY 50 transformed stock price data, 
news article sentiment polarity, technical indicators, and predicted Adj Closing price 
from the Prophet model. The implementation is similar to previous experiments where 
the dataset is split into training and test set using expanding window cross-validation 
where the folded size is set as five and the input is reshaped from two-dimensional data 
to 3-dimensional data with an additional timestep of 1 component added. In each of the 
folds, the Atten-LSTM model having a similar architecture as previous experiments with 
a difference in the number of neurons of LSTM layer which in this experiment is set to 
28 is trained and validated. The evaluation is done on test set and the mean MAPE from 
all the fold is considered as the overall MAPE of the model which for this experiment is 
4.97. Figure 4.12 below show the structure of the Atten-LSTM model. 
 
Figure 4.12 Experiment 7 model summary 
4.4.7  Experiment 8 –  Proposed Model with Historic Stock Price Data, 
News Article Sentiment Polarity, Tweet Sentiment Polarity , and 
Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This experiment considers both the tweet and news article sentiment polarity along with 
transformed NIFTY 50 stock price data and predicted Adj Closing price from Prophet. 
The experimental implementation is identical to Section 4.4.1 implementation with a 
change in the number of neurons of LSTM layer which is 27 which resulted in MAPE 
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of 7.63.  Figure 4.13 shows the structure of Atten-LSTM model which takes a total of 
seven features and 3780 parameters. 
 
Figure 4.13 Experiment 8 model summary 
4.4.8  Experiment 9 –  Proposed Model  with Historic Stock Price Data, 
News Article Sentiment Polarity, Tweet S entiment Polarity, 
Technical Indicators , and Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This is the final experiment which is implemented with all the data i.e., transformed 
NIFTY 50 stock Price Data, news article sentiment polarity, tweet sentiment polarity, 
technical indicators, and Adj Closing price predicted from Prophet model. The 
reshaping, splitting, cross-validation, and Atten-LSTM training is identical to previous 
experiments with a change in the number of neurons in LSTM layer which is 25. The 
MAPE of the model resulted to be 5.19 which is the mean MAPE of all the models from 
5-fold expanding window cross-validation. Figure 4.14 below shows the structure of 
Atten-LSTM model which takes as input 4000 parameters and 14 features.  
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Figure 4.14 Experiment 9 model summary 
4.5 Overview 
This Chapter explained different experimental implementations performed by the 
research. The data used for this research as explained are NIFTY 50 historic stock price 
data, five technical indicators, news articles sentiment polarity, and Twitter tweet 
sentiment polarity. The BERT-base uncased model which is implemented to extract 
sentiments from unlabelled NIFTY 50 news articles is initially trained and tested with a 
labeled Financial Phrase Bank Dataset consisting of financial news headlines collected 
from the period of two years. This model is loaded and trained with an unlabelled NIFTY 
50 news article dataset to classify each text into ‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, and ‘Neutral’. To 
extract NIFTY 50 tweets sentiment polarity same method is used where BERT-base 
uncased model is trained and tested with labeled financial stock tweets dataset. This 
model is saved and loaded with NIFTY 50 tweets dataset to classify each text into 
‘Positive’, ‘Negative’, and ‘Neutral’. Finally, news articles and tweets sentiment polarity 
for a single day is obtained by taking mode of all the sentiment polarities for that day. 
The Facebook Prophet model is trained and tested to fit yearly, monthly, weekly, and 
holiday trends in NIFTY 50 stock price data to predict Adj Closing price which is one 
of the inputs to the Atten-LSTM model. The proposed combination of Facebook Prophet 
and Atten-LSTM model is trained and tested with eight combinations of a dataset to 
predict the Adj Closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks and identify the data sources which 
highly influence future trends. The dataset is split and validated using expanding 
window method and each of the models is validated over five-folds and the split size is 
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same for all the experiments. The architecture of Atten-LSTM is identical for all eight 
experiments with a change in the number of neurons in LSTM layer which ranges from 
27 to 30. The results obtained are evaluated and tabulated in Chapter 5. 
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5. EVALUATION AND RESULTS  
This Chapter describes the evaluations of the results obtained from experimental 
implementations performed in Chapter 4. The main objective of this research as 
described in Chapter 1 is to predict the Adj Closing price of NIFTY 50 stock using the 
proposed Combination of Facebook Prophet and Atten-Based LSTM with multi-source 
data. The results obtained by the proposed model is evaluated against the baseline 
Facebook Prophet model which is trained and tested with a single source data which is 
stock price data. This chapter initially analysis and evaluates results obtained by the 
Facebook Prophet model and eight experiments using the proposed model to ascertain 
the best performing model by evaluating the hypothesis to conclude the completion of 
the research objective.   
5.1 Results and Hypothesis Evaluation  
The ability of Facebook Prophet to fit highly seasonal non-linear data and Atten-LSTM 
performance with multi-source data in capturing underlying important patterns for stock 
predictions as seen from previous works of literature inspired this research to propose a 
combination of the Facebook Prophet and Atten-LSTM model. Further, this research 
considers training the proposed model with combinations of datasets since past works 
of literature have proven that investor and market sentiments are very impactful in 
predicting stock trends. The experiments are conducted to compare the performance of 
the proposed model with a combination of data from different sources with the Facebook 
Prophet model fitted with only the target variable, date, and holiday effects, and based 
on this objective null and alternate research hypothesis are set as follows: 
Null Hypothesis (H0): The Combination of Facebook Prophet and Attention-Based 
LSTM model trained with data from multiple sources will result in higher MAPE, than 
the Facebook Prophet model trained with data from a single source in prediction of 
Adjacent Closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks. 
 
Alternate Hypothesis (HA): The Combination of Facebook Prophet and Attention-
Based LSTM model trained with data from multiple sources will result in lower MAPE, 
than the Facebook Prophet model trained with data from a single source in prediction 
of Adjacent Closing price of NIFTY 50 stocks. 
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The proposed Facebook Prophet model by Mohan et al. (2019) utilizes only the target 
variable and date components as model inputs and achieved MAPE of 14.08 for 
prediction of Apple stocks whereas the Prophet model implemented in this research has 
shown significant improvement in MAPE of 11.67 with the addition of holiday effects 
which previous works of literature failed to incorporate. This proves that holidays have 
an equivalent effect on stock markets and is essential to consider the holiday’s effects 
while fitting the Prophet model.  
The experimental results of the proposed model with combinations of inputs have shown 
that the future stock predictions are highly influenced by the past historic data and 
technical indicators which attained the least MAPE of 3.68 and 4.03 respectively. The 
news and tweets sentiment polarity data have also proven to be impactful in forecasting 
Adj Closing price but the resulted in comparatively higher MAPE of 5.99 and 6.72, 
respectively. The reason for higher MAPE values is the imbalanced news and tweet 
sentiment polarities as discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.2 where the majority class is 
‘Neutral’ sentiments and omission of data from this class would lead to a lot of data loss 
and sampling techniques though would balance the data but may create sentiments that 
do not exist for that situation. This is the reason for highest MAPE achieved for the 
proposed model with a combination of news and tweet sentiment which is 7.63 among 
other experiments. Due to the impact of technical indicators and stock price data, the 
combination of these with news and tweets sentiment polarity data have shown better 
results with MAPE of 4.97 and 5.02 compared to the model with only news and tweets 
polarity data. The proposed model trained and tested on all data types has shown 
relatively good results with MAPE of 5.19.   
The results obtained are tabulated in table 5.1 and figure 5.1 which shows that the 
proposed model with all the combinations of data from multiple sources has MAPE 
lower than the traditional Prophet model fitted with only single-source data i.e., target 
variable Adj Closing price and date attribute. Hence it can be concluded that the null 
hypothesis is rejected as the research objective is achieved by satisfying the alternate 
hypothesis.  
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Figure 5.1 Results Summary from Baseline and Proposed Model 
 























Historic Stock Price Data, Tweets Sentiment Polarity, 
and Facebook  
Prophet Predictions 6.72 
Historic Stock Price Data, News Article Sentiment 
Polarity, and Facebook Prophet  
Predictions 5.99 
Historic Stock Price Data, Technical Indicators, and 
Facebook Prophet Predictions 4.03 
Historic Stock Price Data and Facebook Prophet 
Predictions 3.68  
Historic Stock Price Data, Tweet Sentiment Polarity, 
Technical Indicators, and Facebook 
 Prophet Predictions 5.02 
Historic Stock Price Data, News Article Sentiment 
Polarity, Technical Indicators and  
Facebook Prophet Predictions 4.97 
Historic Stock Price Data, News Article Sentiment 
Polarity, Tweet Sentiment Polarity and  
Facebook Prophet Predictions 7.63 
Historic Stock Price Data, News Article Sentiment 
Polarity, Tweet Sentiment Polarity,  
Technical Indicators and Facebook Prophet Predictions 5.19  
Table 5.1 Summary of experimental results 
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5.2 Experiment 1 - Evaluation and Results of Facebook Prophet 
for Predicting Adj Closing Price using NIFTY 50 Stock Price 
Dataset                                                                            
The experimental implementation is done in Section where Prophet model was trained 
and validated using NIFTY 50 stock price data to predict the Adj Closing price was fit 
to identify additional holiday effect on the trends along with yearly, monthly, and weekly 
seasonality trends.  
Figure 5.2 shows major changepoints identified by the model in predicted trend of Adj 
Closing price over five years. The plot clearly shows an upward trend from 2016 and 
major fluctuations in stock price that happened between 2016 and 2018 which are the 
result of various political and economical events such as the Chinese stock market fall, 
demonetization imposed by the Indian government, and General elections. 
 
Figure 5.2 Changepoints in trend identified by Facebook Prophet Model 
Figure 5.3 below shows that although the model was successful in incorporating the 
trend of Adj Close price but not robust enough to incorporate major fluctuations in the 
price.  
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Figure 5.3 Facebook Prophet model prediction vs actual value of Adj Close 
Figure 5.5 shows the yearly, weekly, and monthly trends along with the holiday effects. 
The yearly trend shows a downward trend till 2016 and an upward trend thereafter while 
the weekly trend shows almost zero on weekends as the market is closed on those days. 
The monthly trend shows the prices peaking between July and August and dropping 
thereafter. In figure 5.4 MAPE for each day from validation set and final MAPE of 
Prophet model is obtained by taking the mean of all the MAPE values which resulted in 
11.67. The plot shows a constant increase in MAPE values as days progress. 
 
Figure 5.4 Facebook Prophet MAPE for each day in a validation set 
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Figure 5.5 Yearly, monthly, weekly trends and holiday effects fitted by Facebook 
Prophet model 
5.3 Experiment 2 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data, Tweets  Sentiment Polarity, 
and Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This experiment involved training and testing of the proposed model with NIFTY 50 
historic stock price data, tweets sentiment polarity and Adj Closing price predicted using 
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Prophet which resulted in MAPE of 6.72. Figure 5.6 shows the predicted Adj Closing 
price against the actual price for the test dataset from which it is clear that model is able 
to incorporate major changes in the price, but the prediction is not smooth. The reason 
for noisy data is the use of expanding window to split and validate the dataset where the 
test and train dataset has few percentages of redundant data and due to imbalanced tweets 
sentiments as observed in Section 4.2.2.    
 
Figure 5.6 Experiment 2 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close 
5.4 Experiment 3 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data, News Article Sentiment 
Polarity, and Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This experiment involved the implementation of the proposed model with Nifty 50 stock 
price data, news article sentiment polarity, and predicted Adj Close price from the 
Prophet model. The model cross-validation on test dataset resulted in a MAPE of 5.99. 
Figure 5.7 shows the predicted Adj Closing price values against the actual values from 
which it can be seen that in comparison to results obtained from experiment 1 in section 
5.2 the model is able to better fit seasonality in the data even though there is some 
amount of noise-induced which is due to the redundant data available in test and train 
sets. Another reason for such noisy predictions is due to imbalanced news article 
sentiments where the dominating class is ‘Neutral’ sentiments obtained using the BERT 
model as explained in Section 4.1.1.    
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Figure 5.7 Experiment 3 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close 
5.5 Experiment 4 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data, Technical Indicators , and 
Facebook Prophet Predictions  
This experiment involved the implementation of proposed model with quantitative data 
namely NIFTY 50 stock price data, five technical indicators, and predicted Adj price 
from the Facebook Prophet model. The model resulted in an overall MAPE of 4.03 
which is comparatively less than the results obtained from previous two experiments. 
Figure 5.8 shows smooth and denoised predictions from the model where it is able to fit 
most of the seasonality in actual Adj Closing price with slight deviations. 
 
Figure 5.8 Experiment 4 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close 
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5.6 Experiment 5 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data and Facebook Prophet 
Predictions 
This experiment involved the implementation of the proposed model with NIFTY 50 
stock price data and predicted Adj Closing price from Prophet model which resulted in 
MAPE of 3.68. The results clearly show that the model can fit the seasonality and 
fluctuations better than the previous experiment which involved both the stock price data 
and technical indicators. From figure 5.9 it can be seen that the model is able to 
accurately predict Adj Closing price as data from the test set progress which indicates 
that the model is learning the trends better and with more data, this prediction can be 
more accurate.  
 
Figure 5.9 Experiment 5 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close. 
5.7 Experiment 6 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data, Tweet Sentiment Polarity, 
Technical Indicators, and Facebook Prophet Predictions 
This experiment involved the implementation of proposed model with tweet sentiment 
polarity, NIFTY 50 stock price data, five technical indicators, and predicted Adj Closing 
price from Prophet model which resulted in MAPE of 5.02. In comparison to the results 
in Section 5.2, this experiment achieved reduced MAPE with the presence of an 
unbalanced tweets dataset. The reason being that this experiment included an additional 
technical dataset which in Section 5.5 resulted in good model performance. Due to the 
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presence of unbalanced tweet sentiment dataset the predictions by the model are noised 
which is seen in figure 5.10 even though the model is capable of incorporating trend and 
certain fluctuations in the dataset. 
 
Figure 5.10 Experiment 6 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close 
5.8 Experiment 7 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data, News Sentiment Polarity, 
Technical Indicators, and Facebook Prophet Predictions 
This experiment involved the implementation of proposed model with news sentiment 
polarity, NIFTY 50 stocks, five technical indicators, and predicted Adj Closing price 
from the Prophet model which resulted in an overall MAPE of 4.97. The results obtained 
are close to the experimental results from Section 5.6 since both the experiments 
involved similar data types, but the prediction obtained by the model in this experiment 
has less noise in comparison to the model in Section 5.6 since the news sentiment 
polarity is comparatively less unbalanced than tweet sentiment polarity which can be 
seen from the figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 Experiment 7 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close 
5.9 Experiment 8 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data, News Sent iment Polarity, 
Tweet Sentiment Polarity, and Facebook Prophet 
Predictions 
This experiment involved the implementation of proposed model with both news and 
tweet sentiment polarity which resulted in an overall MAPE of 7.63. The reason for high 
MAPE in comparison to other experiments is the unbalanced news and tweet sentiment 
datasets which is also the reason for noisy predictions as seen in figure 5.12. The 
performance of the model in cross-validation deteriorates with the test set initially and 
is unable to capture the seasonality within the data but as the model starts learning the 
test set it is capable of fitting the trends.  
 
Figure 5.12 Experiment 8 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close 
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5.10  Experiment 9 - Evaluation and Results of Proposed Model 
with Historic Stock Price Data, News Sentiment Polarity, 
Tweet Sentiment Polarity, Technical Indicators, and 
Facebook Prophet Predictions 
This experiment involved the implementation of proposed model with all data from 
different sources which resulted in a MAPE of 5.19. The results obtained in 
comparatively better than results in Section 5.8 where both the tweet and news sentiment 
polarity dataset is involved since technical indicators are also involved which has been 
an influential factor for prediction as seen from results in Section 5.4. The predictions 
from the model in the initial stages of validation better fit the actual value with less noise 
but as the model progress in the validation phase, the predictions are uneven due to 
noise-induced mainly be tweet and news sentiments which can be seen from figure 5.13.  
 
Figure 5.13 Experiment 9 with proposed model results of predicted vs actual Adj 
Close 
5.11  Overview 
This section evaluated results obtained from experimental implementations explained in 
Chapter 4. The baseline Facebook prophet model results showed that the model was 
capable of fitting the undelaying overall trend in Adj Closing price with the addition of 
holiday effects but failed to identify major fluctuations in the price which caused the 
model to result in a higher MAPE value.  
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The proposed combination of Facebook Prophet and Atten-LSTM model trained and 
tested with combinations of news and tweet polarity dataset resulted in highly noised 
predictions due to the imbalanced datasets and high MAPE values compared to other 
experiments with the proposed model. The model performed best with the stock price 
dataset and technical indicators datasets where the predictions were not noised and 
achieved the least MAPE. The model trained with all the combinations of data sources 
resulted in lesser MAPE value ranging from 3.3 to 7.7 in comparison to the Facebook 
Prophet model trained with a single-source dataset which is target variable and the date 
attribute as the model accepts only two inputs resulted in overall MAPE of 11.67. 
Finally, the chapter concludes by defining the research hypothesis and since the 
proposed model has outperformed the baseline model, null hypothesis is rejected, and 
the alternate hypothesis is accepted satisfying the research objective. 
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6. CONCLUSION  
This chapter provides an overview of the research objective, design, and methodology 
employed, experiments conducted to accomplish the objective, and evaluation of the 
results obtained from the experiments. The chapter finally concludes by recommending 
future works that can enhance this research and contributions of this research in the field 
of stock market prediction. 
6.1 Research Overview 
The stock market prediction is most popular field of study amongst researchers and 
financial analysts but due to their highly unpredictable nature and influence of various 
external factors none of the research could come up with a model or strategy that can 
accurately predict the movement of stock prices. This research proposed a combination 
of deep learning models with data from multiple sources to predict the adjacent closing 
price of NIFTY 50 stocks with the least MAPE value in comparison to a single model 
with data from a single source. 
This research reviewed and analyzed the existing works of literature to understand the 
factors that influence the stock market and the data associated which needs to be 
collected to represent the market and investor sentiments. From the analysis, it was 
found that news and social media sites like tweets from Twitter have a considerable 
amount of influence on the market along with the historic stock data and technical 
indicators.  
The supervised learning approach is popular among many works of literature to extract 
sentiments from news articles and tweets where an NLP model is trained and tested with 
a labeled dataset. The major drawback is that it is very costly and consumes a lot of 
resources to create such a large qualitative labeled dataset and hence this research takes 
upon an unsupervised approach by implementing a pre-trained BERT model with 
financial news and tweets data to extract sentiments from raw unlabelled news and 
tweets data.  
The non-linear nature of the stock markets led previous literatures to implement 
statistical and deep learning models like ARIMA and LSTM as predictor models and 
these models have shown significant improvement in prediction compared to machine 
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learning models. In recent times attention mechanism has become popular among signal 
processing, machine translation and image processing due to their ability to identify 
important patterns in the sequence and some literatures have implemented attention 
mechanism with LSTM for stock prediction since stock market data also shows similar 
traits that of a wave or signal. The results obtained by these literatures showed significant 
improvement in the results compared to vanilla ARIMA and LSTM models.  
The seasonal component of the stock market motivated few literatures to implement the 
latest Facebook Prophet model which is solely developed for highly seasonal and non-
linear time series forecasting. The advantages of the Atten-LSTM and Facebook Prophet 
model motivated this research to propose a combination of these models. Further to 
incorporate the most important factors influencing the stock market this research 
collected data from news articles, Twitter tweets, technical indicators, and historic stock 
price data. The proposed model trained and validated with data from multiple sources is 
compared to the performance of the latest Facebook Prophet model trained and validated 
with single-source data which is stock price data to predict the adjacent closing price of 
NIFTY 50 stocks.  
6.2 Problem Definition 
To accurately predict the stock market prices, various components and factors are to be 
considered starting from types of data from different sources having a huge influence on 
that market and which can reflect both market and investor sentiments. These data are 
both qualitative and quantitative data where the investor and market sentiments are 
extracted from news articles and social media tweet data. The state-of are techniques for 
sentiment extraction require data that is labeled but the creation of such a huge, labeled 
dataset is both time-consuming and costly. Hence to overcome this unsupervised 
sentiment extraction methods such as using a pre-trained model on any unlabelled 
dataset can help in extracting sentiments from any data and need not always depend on 
the set of pre-labeled data. 
The nature of stock market makes it difficult for vanilla models such as ARIMA, LSTM, 
and RNN to fit both the non-linearity and seasonality components of the data. The 
introduction of the attention mechanism with LSTM models enhanced the prediction 
results due to their ability to identify important patterns and trends in the data but still, 
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the model is not capable of incorporating seasonality. This is overcome with the 
development of the Facebook Prophet model, the accuracy of time series forecasting has 
significantly improved since the model is capable of fitting seasonality, yearly, weekly, 
monthly trends, and fine-tuning of the model allows to fit additional holiday effects. 
Though the results were promising not much work is done using this model in stock 
market prediction.  
6.3 Design/Experiment, Evaluation, and Result  
This research is conducted based on the CRISP-DM methodology featuring all the stages 
of the methodology except deployment which is out of the scope of this research. The 
data from different sources are collected from the period of 01/01/2015 to 01/12/2019 
for NIFTY 50 stocks. The data collected are pre-processed and five technical indicators 
are computed as part of feature engineering. The sentiments from unlabelled NIFTY 50 
stocks news and tweets are extracted using the BERT-based uncased model which is 
pre-trained with labeled financial news and tweets dataset such that the model is able to 
accurately extract sentiments from unlabelled news and tweets.  
The modeling phase involves building a baseline Facebook Prophet model and a 
proposed combination of Facebook Prophet and Atten-LSTM model where all the 
models are evaluated based on the model's MAPE. The Facebook Prophet model is 
trained and tested using the ‘Date’ and ‘Adj Close’ price feature from the stock price 
data to fit yearly, monthly, and weekly trends along with holiday effects. The proposed 
model is built by taking the predictions from the Facebook Prophet model along with 
combinations of four datasets to predict the final Adj Closing price. The Atten-LSTM 
model built in this research follows the same architecture for all experiments to evaluate 
the performance of model with different combinations of datasets. Further, eight 
experiments are conducted by training and validating eight combinations of datasets 
created by merging four datasets i.e., historic stock price, news sentiment polarity, tweet 
sentiment polarity, and technical indicators along with Adj Closing price data predicted 
by the Facebook Prophet model. The validation methodology employed by this research 
to split the data into train and test is expanding window validation which is more robust 
than traditional train test splitting methods for time series data.  
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The models are evaluated based on their MAPE which showed that the Facebook 
Prophet model resulted in the highest MAPE of 11.67 whereas the proposed model’s 
MAPE in all eight experiments ranged between 3.5 and 7.7. The proposed model showed 
the best performance with historic stock price data and technical indicators with least 
MAPE of 3.68 and 4.03, respectively. The proposed model resulted in highest MAPE in 
experiments that involved the news and tweets data due to an unbalanced dataset where 
data of the ‘Neutral’ sentiment class is more than ‘Positive’ and ‘Negative’ class. The 
results showed that the proposed model exhibited the least MAPE in all experiments 
with different combinations of datasets in comparison to the Facebook Prophet model 
with single-source data satisfying the research objective. Thus, the null hypothesis is 
rejected and concluded that the research question is answered which is, “The proposed 
combination of Facebook Prophet and Atten-LSTM trained and tested with data from 
multiple sources result in the least MAPE when compare to Facebook Prophet model 
trained and tested with data from a single source”. 
6.4 Contribution 
The research was conducted with data from all the sources which have proven to have a 
significant impact on predicting stock prices and experiments conducted showed the 
different combinations of data which is more impactful in predicting stocking prices. 
The sentiment extraction focused on unsupervised technique by implementing a pre-
trained BERT model which proved to be more accurate and cost-effective. This pre-
trained model can be easily implemented for any financial sentiment analysis for 
unlabelled data without having to change any parameters as the model is fine-tuned. 
The major contribution being the implementation of the proposed combination of 
Facebook Prophet and Atten-LSTM which showed the best performance by modeling 
both seasonality and non-linearity in the data. This research fine tunned Facebook 
Prophet model by fitting additional holiday effect which is a very essential component 
for any stock market which can be replicated to the stock market of the different country 
by creating their custom holiday list to achieve enhanced prediction results.   
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6.5 Future Work and Recommendation 
Although this research has taken upon new approaches there still exists certain areas that 
can be further researched: 
i. Predictions can be done by considering individual data from different companies 
from different sectors to understand the effects of competing companies and 
sectors.  
ii. The Facebook Prophet model can be further finetuned by adding additional inputs 
as regressors such as open, close, and sentiment polarity values and customized 
dates of important events that affected the stock market to improve its 
predictability. 
iii. The proposed framework can be implemented with a multiplicative attention 
mechanism which is much faster and efficient in comparison to additive attention 
mechanisms for stock prediction. 
iv. The newly developed XLNET model can be analyzed for sentiment classification 
of financial qualitative data since this research assumes BERT-base uncased to be 
the best performing transformer model for sentiment extraction. 
v. Different sampling techniques can be implemented such as over or under-sampling 
to balance the imbalanced news and tweets dataset to obtain denoised predictions 
and improved MAPE values with the proposed model. 
vi. More technical indicators can be included and feature selection methods using 
machine learning methods such as random forest or statistical methods such as 
principal component analysis can be implemented on all the set of inputs to identify 
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8. APPENDIX  
 
Figure 8.1 shows the most occurring words in the NIFTY 50 stock news post dataset 
 
Figure 8.1 Word count of top 30 words in NIFTY 50 stock news articles dataset 
Figure 8.2 below shows the list of most occurring words in the NIFTY 50 stock tweets 
dataset. 
 
Figure 8.2 Word count of top 30 words in NIFTY 50 stock tweets dataset 
